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In the Joy and Spirit of entering into the preparation for the New Year, 
all of Heaven streams forth their Love, their commitment to you! They 

desire to assist you in all of the trials and initiations that you must go 
through in order to clear away the debris of human consciousness, of your 
returning karma, of misconceptions and misperceptions of life. Helping you 
so that you might have the streaming Consciousness of your own Mighty 
I AM Presence announcing to you the birth of your Divinity in all of the 
Perfection of God Quality that you are to embrace and embody moment 
to moment, daily, yearly — throughout the entirety of your incarnation!

Separation from this Glorious Realm of God Consciousness breeds all 
manner of disease, discomfort, fear, doubt, and conduct that displaces the 
very Presence of God that would otherwise be present to direct you and 
guide you into the Fullness of the dimensions of your own Christhood 
and facilitate the overshadowing of you and your world by the Fullness 
of the Light of God that will assist you at every turn.

The Love of God that you receive when all is set and right within your 
outer vehicles is most difficult for some to receive. For in the present state  
of these vehicles, there floods into the mind the energy of doubt, and even 
more tragically, fear of the Hand of God at work in your life! But when 
you begin to embrace and understand how this glorious God Presence, 
streaming forth from the Heart of The One, from the Great I AM, is 
reinforced by the Momentum and multiplication of the Ascended and 
Cosmic Beings, you begin to realize that you are indeed a bona fide part of 
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the Family of God. And it is your right, your just reward for incarnation, 
to believe the very best of yourself! From this lofty perspective, you are free 
to absorb into your way of life the true Joy of living! Not the doldrums, 
not the despairs, not the confusions, but the understanding that through 
all things presented to you to teach you, instruct you, and encourage you, 
the Hand of God is at work, directing the very process that you must go 
through in order to gain your mastery and attainment and, once and for 
all, put on the Garment of the Mighty I AM Presence in the Ascension 
in the Light! 

Through the gift of the Violet Flame, you are given the opportunity 
to transmute the old records, putting into the Flame all of your humanity 
and leaving that Divine Spark of God Reality as the Christ Vehicle to 
flourish, to radiate, scintillating the Fire of God, speaking directly to all 
that would oppose your Light:

“You have no power! Only the Presence of God will be where I 
AM. And thus, be gone!”

Then when your heart is filled to overflowing with the Joy of God 
Reality, you have a most precious gift to give to God in all of life. For your 
brothers and sisters, as the Sons and Daughters of God embodied, desire 
what you have come to realize as this Fire, Consciousness, Momentum, 
and God Reality of the Mighty I AM! And the greatest Desire of your own 
Mighty I AM Presence is that you learn how to give unconditionally of that 
God Substance to all of life. To some, this substance will be intangible, 
and they will, perhaps, receive only a small increment. But think of their 
quality of life prior to that increment of God Reality and Light. It could 
very well charge them with just enough Light to awaken the Heart Flame 
within them and start their own realization, internalization, and activity 
of communion with their God Presence!

Many times when I, Maitreya, come upon the scene of a lifestream ready 
to receive a major Initiation, first and foremost, I survey their present state 
of consciousness asking: "Are they filled with Hope, Faith, and Charity? 
Do they have within them the mark of God Consciousness sufficient 
to stay the course through the Initiation, to be able to hold fast to that 
Streaming Light of the Mighty I AM Presence flowing into their Heart 
Flame, feeding their chakras?" I assess whether or not they are sufficiently 
centered within that Realm of God Reality to keep them balanced, clear, 
fearless, all the while maintaining Purity in their consciousness?
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Many times, after surveying their circumstances, I will recommend 
postponing the Initiation until the right cycle of preparedness for their 
lifestream arrives. For until then it would be premature and foolhardy for 
that one to engage. But what of the lifestream who is ready, who has honed 
and fashioned the disciplines of their Christhood, who has embodied 
the precepts of the Law, enabling them to exercise the clarity and the 
attunement with the Qualities of God and the Virtues of the Christ?

These valiant ones know themselves to be up to the task of holding 
fast to what is required. Certainly the Initiation will require more testing 
of the outer vehicles than has heretofore occurred. And the disciple will 
be sure that they are poised on the edge of an abyss — right at the brink 
of breaking — with not one extra erg of energy with which to strive and 
carry on! And just at that moment, comes the realization that in holding 
fast, even to that final moment, their striving proves sufficient to pass 
the Initiation! And the lessons are learned. The lifestream knows well 
just what it takes to reach that pinnacle of attunement, that striving and 
Fearlessness, accompanied by Courage, to meet the need of the hour! And 
having given every erg of energy into the Initiation  not holding back any 
part of themselves from their Presence, recognizing the inner Strength, 
the core Momentum of the Light within that was released  this total 
commitment makes the difference to thrust forward to Victory!

For those who have never consciously examined their life or considered 
certain everyday crisis or circumstances as Initiations, my words should 
afford them a new perspective. Therefore, blessed hearts, from this point 
forward, when you are faced with a challenge, with a situation in life that 
requires much of you, and the “you” that is required is the Flame upon 
the Altar of your Heart — as Wisdom, as Courage and Love of God that 
will strive, and as the Will of God divinely directing your course — then, 
be assured that your Mighty I AM Presence is involved in your life! Your 
Presence is streaming forth all of God Good so that you might be God 
Victorious, not merely passing your tests, patting yourself on the back and 
congratulating yourself for a job well done, but rejoicing in the ongoing 
momentum that is established as a result of the exercise of going through 
Initiation. Then look for the Joy that comes upon the Threefold Flame of 
your Heart as the Consciousness of your Holy Christ Presence revels in 
the exaltation that floods your being with God Consciousness as a result 
of having expended all and making your chalice ready for the new!
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This “making all things new” occurs at the end of each calendar 
year when the annual cycles of your affairs, your associations, and your 
commitments are winding up. And you review the year and wonder, “Have 
I completed all? Have I engaged sufficiently to balance all that my Presence 
intended for me to accomplish?” Thus there is, then, this culminating 
end-of-year ritual leading up to the New Year, when you can call upon 
the Violet Flame to transmute any transgressions against Cosmic Law 
or your own Mighty I AM Presence throughout this year  including 
those transgressions engaged in unknowingly. All are committed to the 
Violet Flame to be no more. 

It is this wondrous cycle of each year when you can prepare your 
consciousness to receive the charge of Lux Invictus! A time when the 
collective whole of the Brotherhood of Light receives and releases into the 
Earth a Momentum of Cosmic Light and God Consciousness to benefit 
all of God Life upon the Earth, they charge the Sons and Daughters of 
God to behold that Natal Perfection in the Heart of God that is their 
Divine Identity! Then at the stroke of the New Year it is indeed a New 
Year. A tabula rasa is made available to you upon which you may inscribe 
new patterns of life and momentum. 

For once you have put into the Flame all that you are aware of, and you 
have called to the Presence of God to take all that you are unaware of, you 
are left with a pure chalice, with a pure and clear vision, with the desiring 
of God to fill your Chalice with that effervescent Charge of scintillating 
God Consciousness as Fire, as the Rainbow Action of the Causal Body 
of the Great Central Sun, intoning and reverberating the Consciousness 
of God. Then your own Causal Body will receive that charge, transfering 
those Divine Patterns of God Reality, streaming them through your outer 
vehicles of consciousness as creativity, as the emanation of God, as the 
Perfection of God, and as the Christ that you are!

And as you receive the Blessings of the Brotherhood of Light — 
multiplying, magnifying all that streams forth from the Great Central Sun, 
you become keenly aware that it is indeed a New Day. That those discordant 
records of what has occurred in your life prior to that moment or that 
cycle of Initiation are no more. Some may linger as a faint remembrance, 
but unless you work mightily to recall them, those occasions will not 
come back into your conscious awareness. For the Violet Flame, the 
White Light of Purity, the Emerald Ray, all will have consumed those 
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records; and you will stand in a new Garment of Light, ready to receive the 
instructions from your own God Presence and the Ascended and Cosmic 
Beings for the New Year as the Thoughtform beheld by all as the God 
Direction for your lifestream, as the Patterns and the Momentums that 
you are to forge at the behest of your own Mighty I AM Presence. This 
Thoughtform signifies the collective Momentum that the Brotherhood of 
Light desires to release, not impersonally upon the Earth but personally 
through the Individualization of the Mighty I AM Presence of each Son 
and Daughter of God embodied, so that each one might anchor, not only 
for their own lifestream but for the greater good of all, the Momentum of 
Godliness, Holiness, Sanctity in the Fires of the Mighty I AM Presence 
and be that example of the Joy of the Presence!

You, blessed hearts, are consciously entering into this cycle of preparation. 
When the Holy Angels come to tend to your lifestream, will they find 
your heart open and receptive? Will you welcome this God Direction 
for your lifestream? Will you remember your high and holy calling and 
what it was like before incarnation, when all was Perfect and Holy, all 
was Divine, so that you might hold fast to that Pattern of God Identity 
and let that be your Reality, regardless of the outer circumstances? For 
what is this outer life but temporal, finite! 

You, blessed hearts, are more concerned with the Flame upon the Altar 
of your Heart and how the Holy Communion that you engage in with 
your God Presence allows you to not only move through this incarnation 
but through the records of all previous incarnations, through any future 
incarnations, on to the Ascension and your future as an Ascended Master! 
For that is the Reality, that is the Polestar of God Direction that you 
should align with so that you do not lose your way, getting caught in all of 
the highways and byways of human creation that may seem insignificant 
and harmless on the surface. But when you strip away the patina, you 
realize what is at the core lies the diversion of your consciousness and 
how far afield from the disciplines of your Holy Christ Presence such 
avenues of unreality of maya and illusion have taken you from reaching 
that apex of God Awareness, how they can prevent you from passing your 
Initiations, from garnering the Attainment and Mastery that you are to 
acheive and to multiply. 

No longer is your path illusive; but the training of your outer vehicles 
and the perception which you embody is so charged with the God 
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Consciousness and Illumination's Flame of your own Mighty I AM 
Presence that you do not desire anything that does not come naturally 
and in Purity into your being.

And in those areas of your Path which you must strive mightily to 
achieve, you will discover the inner connection with the Heart of God, 
fueling the very desires of your Heart, instilling God Direction and the 
Will of God to spur you on! And through Wisdom's Flame, by which you 
recognize them, certain talents and momentums gained in your previous 
lifetimes will come streaming back — even unbeknownst to you their 
exact origin. Still they are your own momentums of Attainment! And 
when you have achieved all within your ability, your Attainment, your 
Mastery, you leave the door open for the Brotherhood of Light, the Holy 
Angels, the Elohim to assist you in the full completion of the task!

This Law holds a very real key to your Victory. For in the very moment 
when you know you have given your all and you wait upon the Lord, if 
you were to allow despair, desperation, and defeatism to roll in, you would 
shut down at the very moment when all of Heaven would have come to 
your aid! And the cycle would be lost, and you would be required to start 
over again from the very beginning.

So you see, blessed hearts, this cycle of the close of the year in 
preparation for the new is very important for your own peace of mind, 
your own sense of well-being. For it gives you the opportunity to reflect 
upon your life and those areas that require change. You realize you are 
given opportunity for change. Those things which have not risen to the 
level of the Vibration of your Christhood can be surrendered into the 
Flame so that you might start the New Year with a clean slate to write 
your Record of Christhood. 

The coming New Year's Conclave and all of the Services leading to 
that cycle will be a series of Initiations, of fiery Releases on Cosmic Law 
to assist you in understanding how the culmination of all that you have 
externalized of God Good within the Realm of God Perfection is worthy 
of the Joy of the birth of your Natal Identity in God! And that Joy Flame, 
blessed hearts, is something that you can carry with you throughout the 
entirety of your year. Each time you may be tempted to say, "Woe is me!" 
or to wrinkle your brow, remind yourself of this my Address and successive 
Addresses from the Ascended and Cosmic Beings throughout this cycle. 
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God comes forth in Love and Joy! Therefore, how can you accept 
less than the Presence of God in like manner! Rather you must address 
every circumstance of life with the Vibration of God Reality in Love and 
Joy! In doing so, you will know Peace. You will know Harmony. You will 
know God Gratitude. You will know Necessity's Ray and how to forge 
through all that is presented to you. You will understand Constancy, 
Responsibility, Authority. You will have the Presence of Mind to realize 
Illumination's Flame and allow for Wisdom to be where you are.

The Presence of God is who you are! When you begin to know the 
Reality of God, the celebration of Joy, of the Cosmic Dance, of the 
intoning bells, of the Scintillating Rays of Light and glorious Forms of 
God, radiating Points of Light that speak of God Perfection in all creation, 
that, blessed hearts, is a life worth living! It is an Ascended Master Way 
of Life. And it is your life! For you are born of that Substance of God in 
its Divine Estate! 

Be who you truly are and let the Light so shine that all who approach 
will wonder: “Where did you come upon this Light? How are you able 
to hold your Peace and Harmony? What is it that gives you the ability 
to love another, even in the face of that one trying to harm you? What is 
the circumstance of your life that I am unaware of and so desire?”

You know the secret! Let that secret be known! It is the Mighty I AM 
Presence! It is the Great I AM!

I, Maitreya, and those who serve on the Secret Love Star, commend 
you to this coming cycle and all the Blessings that God has in store for you!

 Lord Maitreya
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